
V – Using the plug-in 

Before starting with the plug-in, you have to complete the instructions detailed in this manual, section II - Feed 

the software with your synth data. 

Think to regularly retrieve USER bank data (using the standalone app) especially if ever you have modified patch 

outside control of the standalone app. 

As the SE-02 is fully MIDI implemented, with the plug-in, you can fully drive your synth with one limitation. MIDI 

automation can lead to MIDI overload. Take care to adjust your MIDI automations to avoid MIDI conflict / lose 

MIDI messages. 

The plug-in provides a faithful representation of your synth’s front panel depending on the current patch/bank 

selection but does not provide a virtual extended panel allowing full review of bank catalog. 

 

Any sound parameter can be adjusted / automated, even hidden ones (a set of potentiometers have been added 

at the bottom of your synth’s representation). MIDI bi-directional dialog allows playing with both your synth and 

the plug-in. Any tweaks done on your SE-02 front panel is reflected real-time by the plug-in. 

 

The state of the plugin is saved with your audio project so that next time you will open it, at first MIDI note 

played, you’ll be automatically positioned on the patch bank, as well as any changes made with parameters 

available on the front panel, resent to the synth. 

 

Generally the first time you include the plug-in in a track of your audio project, the display is empty like below (no 

patch number / no patch name displayed), but in some cases (DIGITAL PERFORMER for instance), display is set to 

patch 1 bank A. 

 

 
 

The first thing to do next is to set track parameters related to MIDI IN and OUT in order to establish MIDI dialog 

between your synth and the plug-in. To do so, you might use several tracks of your project. See example available 

on the Studio Electronics web site. To ensure you have properly establish MIDI dialog between the plug-in your 

SE-02, use the value button on your sound module and try to select a patch. If the MIDI dialog is properly 

established, you should notice that when trying to change the patch selection on your sound module, you remain 

locked on patch 1 bank A. If not, MIDI dialog is not properly established. You have to review MIDI IN and OUT 



parameters. If successful with MIDI dialog, from now on, only select a patch using the plug-in. The usage of the 

value button on your sound module should be reserved to re-initialize the plug-in. 

 

When opening an audio project embedding the plug-in, the behaviour of the plug-in at start-up may slightly vary 

from one host to another. For some hosts, the plug-in syncs the host and the synth immediately (ex: Reaper), but 

more often, use the value button on your sound module. This will initialize the plug-in to proper state by re-

sending again the requisite MIDI data to properly configure your synth. You can do this at any time. 

 

If ever the following is displayed when inserting the plug-in in your project, it means that you need to authorize 

your software. Refer to Installation of the software and Authorization for more details. 

 

 
 

You might notice the label of the COMP button has changed. This button is locked on the programmed layer. You 

cannot change it. For details about the edited and the programmed layer, see III.5 – Comparison function.  
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